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Functional Considerations in the Postediting
of Machine-Translated Output
f. Dealing with V(S)O versus SVO
Muriel Vasconcellos
It

is commonly believed (..S., Chau 1984)

Organization and which has been operational since 1980 (Vasconcellos 1985c, Vasconcellos &, Le6n 1935). While Spanish huppens to be the source language in the examples provided here, the approach ha,s also
been tried on translations from Portuguese
(Vasconcellos 1984, 1985a, 1985b) and
French, and it is hoped that the basic insights will be valid for any combination.

that machine translation, with its sentencebased and strictly formal equivalences, is incompatible with a style of translation that is
concerned with capturing and expressing the
communicative force of a text. Of particular concern are the contextualizing
resources that are considered to function independently of syntax and which together
make up what Halliday, in his 1967 and
later work, has called the discoursal, or
tertual, cornponent of language. But there
is good news after all: the incompatibility is
not insurmountable. There are statable patterns for the realization of these resources
which can often be easily incorporated into
the MT output at the level of postediting.
The key is to train the posteditor to be
aware of these patterns and how to render
them. The result is a more textually
oriented translation and, at the same time, a
faster postedit.
The ideas advanced in the present article
have been applied extensively both to the
processing of real MT output and to the
analysis of human translation (Vasconcellos
1984, 1985a, 1985b), and they are claimed to
be valid for combinations in which the language of output is English. All the examples are from production texts submitted
to SPANAM, the system which has been
developed in-house at the Pan American
Health

1. The 'Grammar of Messages'
The technique calls for conscious and systematic application of the principles
developed by Halliday in his 1967 model of
the discoursal component--what he has
called the "grammar of messages" (..g.,
1974:50). This is the grammar which accounts for the choices that speakers and
writers make when they introduce structures
into discourse. The choices are realized by
means of the component's two major systems. Through the theme system, or
thematization, a point of departure is established for the message; the effect of this
system is to introduce a theme, which expresses the link between the speaker or
writer's object of thought and its expression
in text (Trdvnidek 1962). The information
system regulates the delivery of given and
new information. Each system, in a different w&y, sets the stage for the assignment
of relative salience to constituents of the
message, and they both promote a stitching
together of the discourse by means of
cohesive devices. They are independently
variable; they are necessarily realized in all
messages, both spoken and written (Halliday
& Hasan 1976:325; Quirk et al. 1972'937-38;
Vasconcellos 1985a:chs.1,5-7); and together
they account for the organization of discourse into text.

Muriel Vasconcellos is Chief of the Terminology and Machine Translation
Program, Pan American Health Organization, and Lecturer in the School of Languages and Linguistics at Georgetown
Uniuersity.
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1.1. Theme: Its Nature and Structure
The theme, N defined by Halliday (1967),
and before him more specifically by
Tr6vnidek (1962),1 is the first element in the
message unit, regardless of its syntactic
function. It is the link that spans the distance between the thought in the
originator's mind and the expression of that
thought as the onset of a spoken or written
message. Hence all messages have themes,
and they occur, by definition, in initial position.
There is importance to the fact that a
given element is chosen by speaker or
writer to serve as the theme" of his message
unit. He may have in mind some link to the
preceding discourse, some knowledge that is
shared between him and his audience, or a
presupposition associated with a particular
speech act (Giv6n 1979:5G67). In oral
speech, the theme can also be tied to some
aspect of the extralinguistic situation. Typically the theme has a specific referent, and
in such instances it is expressed through a
nominal. But it can also be expressed
through a verb; an adverbial phrase of time,
place, or manner; a discourse adverbial; a
conjunction; or a grammatical particle.
Chaining of the theme to previous topics or
focuses of new information is a powerful
form of cohesion. It is possible for the
theme to consist of a long and complex constituent. Also, two or more themes can be
stacked, in which event they follow predictable discourse patterns, with a "major"
theme (nominal or verb) in the rightmost
slot (Vasconcellos 1985a: chs.6-7). Always,
the common defining characteristic of the
theme is that it expresses the relationship to
what is uppermost in the speaker or writer's

lsin..

the present paper adopts the systemic
approach and follows Tr6vnidek and Halliday, no
attempt is made here to examine definitions of
the theme advanced by other authors. For a historical review of the concept of theme and a critical discussion of this issue, see Vasconcellos
(

t 98Sa:22-33, I 48-9 5,432-528).

mind. And always the expression of this

relationship is an important part of the
message's meaning. In translation, this
meaning can only be captured by retaining
the thematic content in initial position.

1.2. Information: Its Nature and
Structure
Thematization is but one member of the
dyad that constitutes the textual partnership. Although it has the possibility of being independently variable, at the same time
it works in tandem with the system of information: the theme initiates the message
unit, and the information system brings it
to a close. In the unmarked situation,
closure occurs upon the delivery of newest
information. The two systems together account for the boundaries of the unit
(Vasconcellos 1985a:ch.7).
The patterning of information in alternating waves of given and new is apparently u
ancient as communication itself, and far
more ancient than syntax (Giv6n 1979). All
creatures that move under their own volition must be able to distinguish between
familiar tokens and new sensory input from
the environment toward which they are
headed. Discrimination between given and
new depends on having a context of givens
against which to make that judgment. The
essence of communication is the alternation
of given and new, and it is this need for alternation that regulates the structure of discourse.

The information system provides the
mechanism by which new input can be incorporated into the knowledge base of the
addressee (Clark & Haviland 1977). In order
for a message to be meaningful, the information it conveys must be attached to an
existing node in the knowledge base of the
addressee, and by common agreement the
speaker or writer undertakes to cast it in
such a way that the addressee is able to
make a connection. Within each message
unit there is a buildup to the presentation of
a focus of newest information. In its default
instantiation, the focus falls at the end of
the message unit. When it does not--i.e.
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it is marked--it is said to be
contrastiue. Contrastive focus is usually the
effect of interaction with the logical and
syntactic components of the grammar.
when

2. Constraintg on Theme and
Information

The Halliday model emphasizes that theme
and information are separate systems which
are defined by the respective functions that
they perform. In principle, the different systems of the model--because they are each
defined by a distinct function or set of
functions--are independently variable. At
the same time, however, they often intersect. It is also true that the default, or unmarked, realizations of the different systems
give output that is identical; for example,
the unmarked realizations of the theme system and the information system at the same
time often correspond to the basic syntactic
sentence in the language.
When theme and information are recognized as systems in their own right, along
with the systems from the logical and
semantic components of language, then syntax becomes only one of several types of
structure that the translator or posteditor
must deal with in attempting to capture the
essence of a message so that it can be rendered in another language. Multiple systems
are difficult to anulyze simultaneously in the
same way that people process them intuitively when they communicate. Not only
are there several systems to keep track of,
but also there is the problem that the text is
necessarily being dealt with unit by unit,
and the separate analysis of each unit
diverts attention from textual relations.
However, the ability to think about more
than one system at the same time is a skill
that can be cultivated, and it is one that is
especially important in the postediting of
machine translation.
Whereas thematic and information structure are the same across languages, syntax is
highly language-specific. When the syntax
of the target languages differs from that of
the source language, the translator is faced
with a constraint against reproducing the
theme in its original position and against

IN
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matching the distribution of given and new
information as presented in the original message.

The inevitability of such conflicts raises
the question of whether it is possible at all
to produce translations, either human or
machine, that are faithful at the same time
to the overall structure of the discourse and
also to the specific content of individual sentences. Perhaps it is not. Perhaps we
should recognize that a translation will always be artificial text, since it can never
fully capture the meaning of all systems as
expressed in the original language.
Faced with conflicts between functional
and syntactic demands, the translator
should try to give priority to the former.
Theme and information correspond to the
more general and basic communicative
structures in the message; their meaning
should override the constraints of targetlanguage syntax, which is particular. For
this to happen, the translated elements must
take on syntactic roles that are different
from those of their counterparts in the
original text.

3. The Acid Test: V(S)O vs. SVO
3.1. Thematic Verb-Plus-se
A typical conflict between functional word
order and language-specific syntax is
presented by the Spanish verb-(subject)object construction, which has to be
matched up against the more rigid requirement for subject-verb-object in English.
This happens when a thematic verb is associated with the form se. The particle has
a depersonalizing function; it indicates that
the verb has no psychological subject,2 thus
calling attention to its thematic status. For

zSee Jespersen (toz+:t+z-50), Halliday
(t0zo:t0+), and Vasconcellos (t9asa:chs.2,4) on
the logical, the modal, and the psychological subject,.

M.
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example:3

might

1-S

l-Nl All the patients diagnosed as having

estudiardn todos los pacientes diagnosticados como portadores de LMA
que ingresan en la sala de adultos o en
la de pediatria del Instituto de
Se

Hematologia DURANTE EL PERIODO
DE 3 ANOS.

SPANAM deals with the fronted verb by inserting a dummy 'there'. The resulting
translation is somewhat like a "crib":4

l-M

There will be studied all the patients
diagnosed as bearers of AML who
enter the adult clinic or in that of
pediatrics of the Institute of Hematology DURING THE PERIOD OF 3
YEARS.

SPANAM's output could be understood by t
reader if his purpose were simply to glean a
rough idea of the information content; .
however, for a polished text this rendition is
unacceptable. The posteditor, in fashioning
a smoother translation in English, must deal
with a major syntactic constraint, namely
that inversion in English is a relatively rare
and marked construction. One solution

SAtt

examples are taken from SPANAM
production texts. The input that was submitted
to SPANAM is labeled with the identifier '-S'for
'Spanish'. In all the versions, the theme is
italicized and the focus of new information is
written in capital letters. Stacked themes are
numbered with subscripts aceording to their order

in the original text.
4Th. SPANAM machine output is authentically
transcribed in each example and labeled '-M' for
'machinet.

be:5

AIvIL who are admitted to the adult or
pediatric clinic at the Institute of
Hematology DI.IRING Tlm 3-YEAR
PtrRIOD uill be studied.
Since the English sentence must have the
subject before the verb, the syntactically
literal translation moves the postposed subject, together with all its modifiers, to the
beginning of the sentence. The long
postmodifier of 'patients', namely'diagnosed
as having AML who are admitted to the
adult or pediatric clinic at the Institute of
Hematology', cannot be separated from its
head noun. Moreover, the postmodifying
adverbial 'during the period of 3 years' is
also assumed to apply to the 'patients', not
the 'studies', so there is no choice but to
place the verb at the end of this long sentence. An alternative would be version 1N2:

1-N2 *All the patients diagnosed as having
AML who are admitted to the adult or
pediatric clinic at the Institute of
Hematology uill be studied DURING
TTIE 3-reAR PERIOD.

This "sounds" better because the focus has
not been moved. In Bnglish, adjuncts of
time are typically placed either at the beginning of the message unit (as its theme) or
the end (as its focus). In 1-N2, however, the
meaning is changed, since the studies could
extend beyond the period during which the
patients are admitted. Thus each has a disadvantage: in l-N the focus has been
removed from its natural position; in 1-N2,
where the focus remains at the end, it

SThu syntactic translations were either
provided by beginning posteditors on the
SPANAM team or else, in a few instances, for
purposes of illustration, contrived by the present

author. They are labeled '-N' for 'nonfunctional'

FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
modifies the wrong antecedent. Moreover,
both versions have the problem of the long
postmodifying clause that separates the subject from its verb. And in both instances
the thematic meaning is lost, since the
semantic components associated with the
verb se estudiardn are no longer in initial
position.
In order for the translation to be faithful
to the thematic and the information structure, there must be a departure from oneon-one syntactic fit. This is accomplished
by findin g a, nonxinal lorm to stand for the
meaning of the verb that was originally in
the theme position, thus providing an initial
noun subject in English:6

l-F

Studies utill be done on all the
patients diagnosed as having AML
who are admitted to the adult or
pediatric clinic at the Institute of
Hematology DURING THtr 3-YEAR

6Thu functional translations have been
provided by the present author. They are labeled

'-F'for 'functional'.
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teditor is spared the time and complexity of
the MOVE operation that was necessary
with the less satisfactory syntactie version.
SPANAM production provides numerous
with a
fronted verb plus the impersonalizing particle se. Functional principles can often be
applied to the postedit; the solution can
take different forms depending on the lexical
components that have to be captured. For
examples of sentences beginning

example:

2-S

continuf el estudio de factibilidad,
la definici6n de eriterios y las consultas preliminares para conformar LA
Se

RED REGIONAL DE CENTROS.

2-M There u)as continued the feasibility
study, the definition of criteria, and
the preliminary consultations on setting up TIIE REGIONAL NETWORK
OF CENTERS.

PERIOD.

The advantage of l-F is that the functional word order is fully retained. The
original thematic relationship--in the example, a link with the preceding text, which
dealt with the types of studies to be done--is
preserved. At the same time, the focus of
information also keeps its parallel position
in the target. Here the focus is not unew"
information, since the concept is preceded
by r definite article in both languages;
rather, the focus serves to point up a
cohesive tie to previous references to the
period during which patients would be admitted to the study. The translation
"reads" better because the long string of
postmodifiers is presented in its natural informational order, building up to the focus.
What is interesting is that this functional
version happens, also, to be a faster postedit. There is no backtracking, and the pos-

IN

The thematic status of se continud is borne
out by the lack of syntactic agreement with
the plurality of the downgraded subjects
that follow. A quick and functionally effective solution involves decomposing the verb
se continud into the noun 'work' plus the
verb 'continued':

2-F

Work continued on the feasibility
study, the definition of criteria, and
preliminary consultations on setting
up TIIE REGIONAL NETWORK OF
CENTERS.

The theme, which gives prominence to the
notion 'continue', is retained. This solution
contrasts with the more traditional syntactic
approach:

2-N

The feasibility study, the definition of
criteria, and the preliminary consultations on setting up Tt{tr REGIONAL
NETWORK OF CENTERS usere
continued.

M.
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Version 2-N is less effective for several
reasons: both the theme and the focus are
" demobilized " by being out of place; in addition, the long set of enumerated subjects is
difficult for the average reader of English to
process.

3.2. Adjuncts Preceding Thematic
Verb-Plus-se
Themes can be stacked, and when they are,
each theme has a different function
(Vasconcellos 1985a:chs.6-7). In texts from
SPANAM the fronted verb is often preceded
by u thematic adjunct (Halliday L967:222).
And sometimes there may be more than one
adjunct, again each with a different funetion. The adjunct in initial position has
special thematic importance from the
standpoint of textual organization--the more
so to the extent that its meaning is noncognitive. In terms of the current message,
however, the function of the adjunct-astheme is minor; the major theme of the message itself is the nominal or verb that comes
after the adjunct(s). Thus there is more
than one theme to be preserved.
The adjunct, especially the cognitive adjunct, is often expressed in Spanish as a
prepositional phrase functioning as an adverb. Sometimes the noun head in such a
phrase can be turned into the subject of the
sentence in English:

3-S En este estudiol

se buscard2 contestar
DOS PREGUNTAS FUNDAI4ENTALES :

(t) ...v
3-M In this studyl it will

be sought2 to

answer TWO FLNDAMENTAI
QUESTIONS: (1) ... and

The most functionally faithful translation,
and also the quickest postedit, is:

3-F

This studyy will seek2 to answer TWO
FLINDAITIENTAL QUESTIONS: (1) ...

mation into account, loses the end-focus element that serves to introduce the upcoming
series of questions:

3-N In this studyl

the answers to TWO
FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS u.'fl/ 6e
sought2: (1) .. and

When the same sentence was tested on
eight translators or students of translation,
without any machine output to prompt
them, seven of the respondents produced
translations that were functionally faithful.T
In all but one instance they retained 'this
study' as the theme by dropping the preposition, and they also retained 'questions' as
the focus, which serves a.s an introduction-an opening organizational bracket (Schiffrin
1980)--for the list that follows:

3-Hl This studyl attempts2 to answer
FT'I\DAMENTAL QI.IESTIONS

TWO

:

3-H2 This studyl seeks2 to resolve TWO
BASIC QUESTIONS:

3-H3 This studyl utill try2 to answer TWO
FUNDAT4ENTAL QUES TIO

NS

:

3-H4 This studyl utill challenge2 TWO
FUNDAMENTAL QUtrSTIONS :
3-H5 This studyl proposes2 to answer TWO
FI.INDAMENTAL QIIES TIONS :

3-H6 This studyl uvill seek2 to answer TWO
FUNDAMENTAL QI'ES TIONS

:

3-H7 This studyl is concerned with
finding2 an answer to TWO FUNDAI4ENTAL QUESTIONS:
The one human translation that violated the
theme and information was:
3-H8 We utill attempt2 to answer TWO

and

In contrast, the standard syntactic translation, by failing to take theme and infor-

/Human translations that were not prompted
by machine output are labeled'-H' for'human'

FLINCTIONAL CONSIDtrRATIONS
FUNDAMENTAL QTIESTIONS

in fhis

study;
Thus 87 percent of the human translations
were similar in thematic structure to the
functional postedit proposed in 3-F.

The adjunct can also be a simple adverb,
it can also be noncognitive. The latter
will be discoursal in its scope. Example:
and

+S

Finalmentel se considera esencial2

el

desarrollo de programas de educaci6n
nutricional integrada a la educaci6n en
salud y ADECUADA A LAS CONDICIONES LOCALES.

4M Finallyl it fs considered

essential2
the development of programs of nutritional education integrated into health
education and ADAPTED TO TIIE LO-

CAI CONDITIONS.
The posteditor is faced with a construction
that is ungrammatical in English unless it is
inverted, which would result in a violation
of both theme and focus:

4N Finallyl, the development

of programs

of nutritional education integrated
into health education and ADAPTED
TO LOCAL CONDITIONS is considered
essential2.

The theme has been downgraded and the
focus relegated to the middle of the message.
The subject's inordinate length makes for
cumbersome delivery of the message. In a
functional solution, the semantic components of the noun el desarrollo'the
development' are captured in the verb 'to
develop', which becomes the object of the
matrix predication:

4-F Finallyl, it fs considered

essential2 to

develop programs of nutritional education that are integrated into health
education and ADAPTED TO LOCAL
CONDITIONS.

IN
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The change in syntactic role makes it possible to preserve the theme and also the
focus of information, together with all the
structure that builds up to it.

3.3. Special Instances of Thematic
Verb-Plus-se
Another construction associated with the
fronted verb plus se is the conditional clause
in initial position. The entire elause is
regarded as a single thematic constituent
(Vasconcellos 1985a:ch.6, 1985d):

5-S

Si hay cdlulas malignasl,

s€

agregard2 radioterapia a cranio y raquis y quimioterapia con NC( y Ara-C
HASTA DESAPARICION DE LAS
MISMAS.

5-M If there are malignant cellsl, there
utill be added2 radiation therapy to
skull and spine and ehemotherapy
with lvD( and Ara-C UNTIL DISAPPEARANCE OF THE SAME.

A functional postedit would

be:

5-F If

there are malignant cellsl,
additional treatment uill include2
radiation therapy to the skull and
spine and chemotherapy with ND( and
ATa-C LINTIL TTIEY DISAPPEAR.

The syntactic translation, on the other
hand, promotes 'radiation therapy' to the
status of theme:

sN If

there are malignant cellsl, radiation therapy uill be added2 to the
skull and spine, and chemotherapy
with ND( and Ara-C will be given
UNTIL TTIEY DISAPPEAR.

This version, in addition to violating the
thematic structure of the original, associates
the main verb with an object to which it
should not refer. Moreover, the verb no
longer applies to both treatments and hence

M.
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a second verb, not present in the original
('given'), h* to be introduced, which incorrectly limits the scope of the focal adjunct.
Se in association with an auxiliary followed by an infinitive is another typical
Spanish construction. It can also pose a
problem:

6-5

Los valores de los fetos in ftero son
mayores que el de los neonatos a igual
edad gestacional, por lo quel no2
deberfan usars€g como patrones normales las curvas antenatales, en donde
Ios valores son obtenidos directamente
sobre LOS RECIEN NACIDOS DE
PRETERMINO.

6-M The

values of the fetuses in utero are
greater than the of the neonates of
equal gestational age, which means
thatl there shouldg, not2 be usedg6 as
normal patterns the antenatal curyes,
where the values are taken directly'on
TTIE PRETERM NEWBORN.

A syntactic translation must deal with the
final clause, a "tail' or uafterthought" that
directly modifies the downgraded subject:

6-N

The values of the fetuses in utero are
greater than those of neonates at the
same gestational age, uthich means
thatl the antenatal curves, where the
values are taken directly on TFIE
PRETERM NEWBORN, shouldg^ not2
be usedgb as normal patterns.

As can be seen, 6-N completely does away
with the pragmatic order of theme and information. A more functional version leaves
'ante-natal curves' at the end of the matrix
clause, so that it can be postmodified by the
original focal material:

6-F

The values of the fetuses in utero are
higher than those of neonates of equal

gestational age, which means thatl
normal patterns shouldg^ not2 be
deducedg6 from antenatal curves,
where the values are taken directly on
TIIE PRETERM NEWBORN.
The compound predicate, in which two
verbs are associated with se, is an especially
difficult challenge for the translator:

7-S En eI proceso de promocirin

y

aplicaci6n de polfticas nacionales en
se publicaron2 f
distribuyer orlg ampliamente los
documentos y conelusiones de la
Primera Conferencia Panamericana
sobre Politicas en Salud, eue en esencia seialan los criterios para DISENAR
O REDEFINIR POLITICAS EN ESTE

inuestigacifnl

CAT4PO.

7-M In the process of promotion and application of national policies on
researchl there lDere published,2 and
distributed3 widely the documents and
conclusions of the First Pan American
Conference on Health Policy, which in
essence point out the criteria for
DESIGNING OR REDEFINING
POLICIES IN THIS FIELD.

A syntactic translation presents the same
problems as in the previous examples,
namely that the newest information becomes
buried and the focus position is occupied instead by the verb that had been merely the
vehicle for the introduction of new information:

7-N In the process of promoting and applying national policies on researchl
the documents and conclusions of the
First Pan American Conference on
Health Policy, which in essence set
forth the criteria for DESIGNING OR

IN POSTEDITING
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REDEFINING POLICIES IN THIS
FIELD, ?t)ere published2 and
distributed3 widely.

For the functional translation, the challenge
is to find a solution that will encompass
both the verbs:

7-F In the process of promoting and applying national policies on researchl
steps u)ere taken to publish2 and giue
wide distributiong to the documents
and conclusions of the First Pan
American Conference on Health
Policy, which in essence set forth the
criteria for DESIGNING OR REDEFINING POLICTES IN THIS FMLD.
Version 7-F meets the functional requirements and is also more efficient from the
standpoint of postediting.
Examples of thematic verbs associated
with s€ are frequent in SPANAM production. A series of typical functional solutions
are given in the Appendix.

3.4. Thematic Verb with Postposed
'Subjectu

The fronted verb also occurs in Spanish with
a postposed nominal (and without se).
Traditionally, such a nominal is considered
to be the modal subject. This construction
has been studied by Suier (1982), who emphasizes that the verb has a special function. She claims that it presents the subject
more as an "object'' rr... it is like the tray
on which the delicacy is presented" (126).
The dethematized subjeet actually takes on
objectlike characteristics, as is borne out by
the fact that in case grammar analysis the
postposed subject typically corresponds to
the semantic role of object (Aid 1975, Cook
leTe).8

29

The following SPANAM sentence was difficult to parse by speakers of English owing
to their SVO bias, but it presented no
problem for the team's translators who were
native speakers of Spanish:

S-S

Pueden participar en los cursos
grad u ados u niversitarios
PROCEDENTES DE TODO EL

CONTINENTE.

This example requires a gloss:g

8-G ftthey-can participate in the courses
graduate (pl.) university (pl. adj. or
n.) COMING FROM ALL Ttm
CONTINENT#

The modal subject of the sentence is
'university personnel from all parts of the
Continent'. They are the ones who 'can
participate in the graduate courses'. The
meaning of the sentence is especially difficult to unravel because, in addition to the
problem of a VSO construction, both
graduados and uniuersitarios are nounadjective homographs. Moreover, the inflections of uniuersitarios, cursos, graduados,
und procedentes, since they are all plural,
offer no distinguishing cues thab would aid
in parsing. The SPANAM output was:
SSee

Hatcher (1956) for an exhaustive study of
fronted verbs in Spanish. This subject has also
been dealt with in monographs by Contreras
(1976) and Suier (tsaz), both of whom have
developed formalisms taking into account the

work of Hatcher. See Vasconcellos (1985a:87-195)
for a detailed discussion of Hatcher, Contreras,
and Suier in the context of work to date on
theme and information.
9In this example a gloss has been introduced
because of the marked word order and the ambiguity of uniuersitorioe. It is labeled '-G'. The
boundaries of the message unit are marked with a
pound sign (ff).
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8-M Thry can participate in the university
(rdj.) graduate courses COMING
FROM AIL TT{E CONTINENT.

has

proliferatedl in the last three

!ears2.

The syntactic translation requires a complete inversion:

On the other hand, a functional version
would retain the theme and information in
their respective positions:

8-N

9-F

University personnel FROM ALL
PARTS OF THE CONTINENT can
participate in the graduate courses.

The last three lears1 haue seen the
spread2 of A BLIND PASSION FOR
AUTOIv{ATION.

The theme and focus are not only reversed
but also relegated -to positions of lowest
prominence, i.e., those farthest from the
beginning or the end.
It is difficult to maintain functional word
order in this particular sentence. Since
there are already two nominal arguments in
the proposition, there is little chance of introducing even further nominalization in
place of the notions conveyed by pueden and
the main verb. Still, the following translation is an improvement:

The copula together with a predicate adjective can be followed in Spanish by a
postposed subject (see Trdvnidek 1962 on
the thematicity of the sentence-initial copula
in Czech; see Vasconcellos 1985a:ch.6 on the
copula together with predicate adjective as
thematic verb in Portuguese). Here again
there is a constraint in English, since the
dummy 'it' must be introduced:

8-F

lGS Es indispensable la capacitaci6n y la

The graduate courses are open to
university personnel FROM ALL
PARTS OF THE HEMISPHERE.

By presenting the 'courses' ahead of the
'university personnel', this version is at least
somewhat more faithful to the functional organization of the original.
Like the thematic verb-plus-se, the verb
with postposed subject can also be preceded
by an adjunct:

9-S En los fiItimos tres afi.os1, ha
proliferado2 UNA PASION CIEGA POR
LA AUTOMATIZACION.

9-M In the last three lears1 there has
proliferated2 A BLIND PASSION FOR
AUTOTvI.ATION.

A syntactic translation places the theme in
the position of focus and moves the new information to the beginning of the message:

9-N

A BLIND PASSION FOR AUTOMATION

Again, 9-F, as a postedit, is quicker and
easier to perform.

movilizaci6n de los recursos nacionales
y el desarrollo de la voluntad de los
paises dirigida a fortalecer LAS INSTITUCIONES Y LA CAPACIDAD
NACIONAL.

lGM It is indispensable the training

and
national resources

the mobilization of
and the development of the will of the
countries aimed at strengthening THE
INSTITUTIONS AND T}IE NATIONAL
CAPACITY.
The syntactic translation places the theme
in the position of focus:

lGN The training and mobilization of national resources and the development
of the will of the countries so as to
strengthen TIIEIR INSTITUTIONS AND
TFMIR NATIONAL CAPABILITY fS
indispensable.

FTINCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The functional solution here is to turn the
nominalizations'training','mobilization',
and 'development' back into verbs:

lGF It is indispensable to train

and mobilize national resources and to develop
the will of the countries so as to
strengthen TIIEIR INSTITUTIONS AND
TTMIR NATIONAL CAPABILITY.

This solution preserves both the theme and
the focus.
Verb fronting with postposed subject is
with the standard syntactic pattern for negation. The particle no
is thematic in that it is the "key signature"
of negation; the signal of the negative mode
itself is the first theme in tbe stack
(Halliday 1e67):
associated in Spanish

11-S Nor nos2 sorprenden3 estas interpretaciones dEL SIGNIFICADO DE
SALUD PARA TODOS.

IN
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The fronted verb with postposed subject
is frequent in dependent clauses. While it is
no longer the theme of the matrix message,
its position at the beginning of the dependent clause is still significant because it
marks the onset of that clause, a minor unit
which could potentially break off and form a
message unit in its own right:
12-S Debido a la crisis econ6mica quel

afrontan2 los paises de Amdrica
Latina y el Caribe, los aspectos de
tecnologia educacional y de
informaci6n han disminuido su
evoluci6n.
12-M Due to the economic crisis thatl f ace2
the countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean,...

On the other hand, a fully syntactic postedit would be:

1l-M Theygb do no\ surprise1a us2 these
interpretations of TFIE MEANING OF
TMAITH FOR AtL.

12-N Due to the economic crisis thatl the
countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean are facing2,...

While the MT output was understandable,
for publication purposes it would have to be
postedited. There are syntactic constraints
that make it impossible to keep all three
themes in their original order, but at least
some functionality can be retained:

This translation, which involves a series of
MOVE operations, places the theme at the
end of the clause, in what would be its focus
position if it were an independent unit.
A functional postedit, on the other hand,
would keep the verb next to the marker of

1l-F

We2 are

notl surpriseda by these in-

terpretations of TIIE MEANING OF
IIEALTH FOR ALL.

This was a quick postedit, compared with:

1l-N These interpretations of TFIE MEANING OF HEALTH FOR ALL do noty
surpriseg us7.

In 11-N, which was a more complex

post-

edit, the stack of three themes has been
shifted to focus position and the focus has
been buried in the least meaningful position
in the entire message.

dependency:

12-F Because of the economic crisis beingl
erperienced2 by the countries of Latin
America and the Caribbean,...
Version 12-F also has the advantage that it
requires only a few local keystrokes.

3.5. Participial Themes
Spanish has a VS participial clause in which
the participle expresses a state of completion
with respect to a postposed "subject"
nominal. There is no equivalent construction in English. The participle that forms
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the onset has two functions: on the one
hand, its syntactic expression as a nonfinite
verb serves &s a "key signature', (Halliday
1967) which specifies the relationship of subordination to the matrix clause; on the other
hand, the information conveyed in the
semantic components of the word itself corresponds to the internal cognitive theme of
the subordinate clause. Both thematic
meanings are important to the translation,
and yet the translator is constrained because
of the syntactic differences between Spanish
and English:

l3-S Diagnosticadal,2 la necesidad

de

llevar a cabo cambios en la
organizaci6n y en el ambiente del
trabajo del empleado y formuladosl,2
los modelos de actuaci6n, a travds del
desarrollo institucional, es necesario
definir el perfil ocupacional de cada
uno de los cargos de la organizaci6n.
13-M DiagnosrdL,Z the need to carry out.
changes in the organization and in the
working environment of the employee
and formulatedl,2 the models of action, through institutional development, it is necessary to define the occupational profile of each of the posi-

tions of the organization.
The translator's first problem is to capture
the relationship of dependency in a construction that is grammatical in English. The
solution was to introduce the subordinator
'once'. This solution would be common to
both the syntactic and the functional versions. But the second thematic meaning
should also be retained if at all possible.
The syntactic version, by not changing the
syntactic role of the past participle, forces
an inversion:
13-N Oncelu the need to make changes in
the organization and in the working
environment of the employee has
been16 diagnosed2, and oncel^ the

models of action have been16

tormulated2 through institutional
development, it is necessary to define
the occupational profile of each of the
positions in the organization.

In addition to downgrading the theme, l3-N
makes for an operationally complex postedit.
The functional translation, on the other
hand, retains the thematic information by
introducing an existential copula that allows
for nominalization of the predicate:

13-F Oncel^ there has been16 a diagnosis2
of the need to make changes in the organization and in the working environment of the employee, and otuc€1a
there has been16 a formulation2 of
the models of action, through institutional development, it is necessary to
define the occupational profile of each
of the positions in the organization.
The importance of the eognitive theme in
this example is not as strongly felt because
themes in dependent clauses are more subtle. Still, no harm is done by being faithful
to the original order, and the postedit is
easier to perform.

3.6. Infinitival Themes
The verbal infinitive can also serve as the
theme of a subordinate clause in Spanish,
but its nounlike characteristics make for a
somewhat different situation. In effect, the
infinitive behaves more like a nominalization
in Spanish than it does in English, because
it can enter into construction with the
definite article and also the preposition o:
14-S Varios de estos efectos indeseables
parecen ser irreversibles, pero la
mayoria pueden desaparecer o disminuir al mejorar las condiciones
generales de DESARROLLO, SALUD Y

NUTRICION.

FI.INCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

l+M

Several of these undesirable effects appear to be irreversible, but the

majority can disappear or diminish
upon improuing the general conditions
of DE\IELOPMENT, IIEALTH AND
NUTRITION.

In construction with ol, the infinitive exhibits characteristics that are both verbiike
and nounlike. As with the fronted verb, in
example 14 the translator or posteditor
must find a way to reflect the correct relations between the arguments 'majority' and
'general conditions of development...', since
the form 'improving' is ambiguous in
English, and the postposed "subject" leads
to the incorrect assumption that the modal
subject is 'majority'. A syntactic solution
to this problem might be:
14-N Several of these undesirable effects
seem to be irreversible, but the
majority can disappear or diminish
when general conditions of
DE\TELOPMENT, TIEAITH, AND
NUTRITION are improued.

This version shifts the internal clausal
theme to the position of focus. In version
14-F, on the other hand, the order of theme
and focus is upheld:
14-F Several of these undesirable effects appear to be irreversible, but the
majority may disappear or diminish
uith improuement in overall conditions of DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH,
AND NUTRITION.

The following example shows how differently the infinitive can be used in
Spanish, although here a syntactic translation would not actually affect the functional order:
15-S Estos avances han hecho factible EL
APRO)ilMARNOS A LA META Dtr
SAIUD PARA TODOS EN EL ANO
2000.
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15-M These advances have made feasible
THE TO APPRO)ilMATE US TO TFIE
GOAL OF IIEALTH FOR ALL BY T}IE
),EAR 2000.

15-F These advances have made it feasible
FOR US TO THINK ABOUT REACH.
ING TTM GOAL OF TIEALTH FOR ALL
BY THE YEAR 2OOO.

This illustrates the point that, even
though there is a syntactic difference between Spanish and English, since it does not
involve a theme or a focus, the problem of
textual reordering is minimized. In the
Spanish-English combination, rearrangement
becomes an issue mainly when there is a
conflict between V(S)O and SVO.
So far, we have seen that the meaning associated with a Spanish verb being located
in initial position is important to the organization of the message, and that this
meaning can be preserved in the English
translation by keeping the same information
at the beginning of the message. For this to
happen, it becomes necessary to change the
syntactic role of the semantic components, a
maneuver that is not always possible but is
highly economical and effective when it can
be done. The technique not only improves
the translation; it also reduces the work of
the posteditor.

4. Conclusion
The processing of some 2.5 million words of
Spanish-English translation at the Pan
American Health Organization has revealed
that, in addition to V(S)O vs. SVO, there
are other circumstances in which functional
considerations, if they are to be overriding,
make it necessary to break free of languagespecific syntactic constraints. These circumstances can be brought about by lack of
one-on-one syntactic fit, and they can also
be caused by differences between the respective lexicons, i.e., in semantic and syntactic
properties. Moreover, words whose
properties do match up neatly may
nevertheless belong to different registers in
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the two languages. And there may be different sets of restrictions on how they
collocate--particularly with noun phrases.
NPs are of special interest because of the
differences in patterns of modification,
which are affected by issues of collocation
interacting with considerations of theme and
focus. The position of the noun phrase may
also be affected by differing criteria for
definiteness. These questions, and how they
can be dealt with in postediting, will be examined in future articles.
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Appendix
Functional Postediting of
Examples from SPANAIvI:
\/(S)O vs. SVO
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Verb-plus-se as theme:
f6-S

refiere ala Ley No. 10 del 11 de julio
de 1983, por la cual se regula la
implantaci6n de 6rganos y partes
anat6micas y se dictan OTRAS
Se

DISPOSICIONES.

16-M There ia retened to Law No. 10 of 11 July
1983, by which is regulated the implantation of organs and anatomical parts and
are dictated orrmR PRovISIoNs.

L6-F Relerence ie made to Law No. 10 of 11
July 1983, which regulates the implantation of organs and anatomical parts in

addition to oTHER PRovISIoNS.
17-S Se deacribe el procedimiento para identificar y registrar los hogares donde residen
personas de 60 Y MAS AfiloS DE EDAD.

17-M There ia deacriDed the procedure for identifying and registering the households
where reside persons of 60 AND MoRE
YEARS OF AGE.

L7-F A deecription is given of the procedure for
identifying and registering the households
where there are persons 60 YEARS oF AGE
AND OVER.

18-S Se utilizardn ticnicas educativas dirigidas

al individuo, familia y

GRUPoS DE LA

COMLINIDAD.

18-M There will be ueed educational techniques
aimed at the individual, family and
COMMUNITY GROUPS.

18-F Use will be made of educational techniques
aimed at the individual, the family, and
COMMUNITY GROUPS.

19-S Se ha concentrado en el componente
educativo con poca o ninguna influencia

en

BL COMPONENTE SALIID.

19-M There hae been concentroted on the educational component with little or no inflUCNCC ON TFIE HEALTH COMPONENT.
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19-F There hae been concentrolron on the
educational component with little or no in-

23-M

fluenCe ON T}IE HEALTH COMPONENT.

2eS

Se ha iniciado la prueba operacional de
los sistemas de control en DOS
REPRESENTACIONES.

2GM There hae been initiated the operational
test of the control systems in TWo

In recent tour realized to Canada,
England and Su;itzerlandl, there u)ere
uieited2 the following industrial firms
productive of equipment for SALT
REFINERIES: ...

23-F In a recent tour of Canada, England and
Suitzerlondl, uisita were made2 to the
following industrial firms that produce
equipment for SAIT REFINERIES: ...

COUNTRY REPRESENTATWE OFFICES.

2GF Worlc hae begun on the operational testing
of the control systems in TWO COLTNTRY

24-S

SAL.

24-M

21-S Se estd eetudiando la crianza de aotus de
cuello gris de los cariotipos adecuados para

Adjunct theme (cognitive) followed by
verb-plus,-se:
22-S En Guatemalal ae inveatigaron2los
problemas de contaminaci6n por ars6nico
del Rio Paz y sus repercusiones en LA

S{I'D
22-M

DE LAS COMTINIDADES.

In Guatemalal there were inueetigated2
the problems of contamination by arsenic
of the Paz River and its repercussions on
THE HEALTH OF THE COMMUNITIES.

22-F In Guatemalal inaeetigatore2looked into
the problems of arsenic contamination in
the Paz River and its repercussions on TIIE
HEALTH OF THE COMMUNITIES.

23-S En reciente gira realizoda a Canadd, In-

glaterra y Suizal, ae riaitaron2las
siguientes firmas industriales productoras
de equipos para LAS PLANTAS DE SAL: ...

19581there u)aa recommended2 the
TFIE IoDIzA-

TION OF SALT.

24-F

In

19581 a recornrnendation wae made2 to
control endemic goiter through THE IoDIzA-

TION OF SALT.

RESEARCH ON MALARIA.

RESEARCH ON MALARIA.

In

control of endemic goiter by

I}WESTIGACIONES DE MALARI,A.

21-F Studiea ore being done on the raising of
gray-necked aotes of cariotypes suitable for

1958I se recomend62 el control del

bocio endimico por LA YODIZACION DE LA

REPRESENTATN/E OFFICES.

21-M There ie being etudied the raising of graynecked aotes of the cariotypes suitable for

En

25-S En ambos euentos! oe enloc62 ala
informaci6n como tIN COMPONENTE
INSEPARABLE.

25-M

In

both euental there uas focueed2 the information as AN INSEPARABLE COMPONENT.

25-F In both inatoncesl there uas focuo2 on information as AN INSEPARABLE COMPONENT.
26-5 Al momento de Ia madurazl, 8e hincha2
en las picnidias una sustancia mucilaginosa
que se forma junto eon LAS CONIDIAS.
26-M

At the moment of maturityb there r',s
intumesced2 in the picnidia a
mucilaginous substance that, is formed
together with THE coNIDtA.

26-F At maturityl, there ie an intumescencez
in the picnidia of a mucilaginous substance
that clumps together with THE coNIDLA.
27-S Durante este lapsoL se promoaerd2la
publicaci6n de articulos sobre las experien-

FUNCTIONAI CONSIDERATIONS

DIFFERENT PERIODICAI PUBLICATIONS.

27-F During this periodl ateps utill be taken to
promote2 the publication of articles on the
experiences that are being gained in

3GM From Nouember to February 19851there
uill be prepared2 the document that will
be discussed with the Subcommittee of
Long-Term Programming and published
and distributed to the members of trm pxECUTWE COMMITTEE.

3GF The period from Nouember to February
19851

DIFFERENT PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.

ASOCIADOS AL PROGRAMA.

port of ADVISERS ASSoctATED wITH THE

be devoted to preparing2 the

ming and published and distributed to the
members of tttp E)(pcurrvE coMMITTEE.

incorporaci6n del apoyo de ASESoRES

In the ehort terml there has been
programmed2 the incorporation of the sup-

uill

document that will be discussed with the
Subcommittee on Long-Term Program-

28-S A corto plazol ee ho programado2la

28-M
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Plazo y publicado y distribuido a los
miembros dpt coMITE EJEcurryo.

cias que se vayan ganando en DIFERENTES
PTIBLICACIONES PERIODICAS.

27-M During this periodl there uill be
promoted2 the publication of articles on
the experiences that are being gained in

IN

3f-S En lo serie que ahora se preeental se
delinieron2las funciones que los ticnicos y
auxiliares deben desempeiar en SU

PROGRAM.

TRABAJO.

28-F In the ahort terml proaision has been
made2 for support from ADVISERS AS-

31-M

SOCIATED WITH THE PROGRAM.

29-S En 1974t 8e formul62 el Plan Decenal de
Salud para las Amiricas y en 19821 ee
aprob62 el Plan de Acci6n para la

In the eeriea that nou there is preeentedl
there u)ere delined2 the functions that the
technicians and auxiliaries should perform
in

3l-F

ITS woRK.

The present eerieel has delined2 the functions that the technicians and auxiliaries
should perform in TFIEIR woRK.

Instrumentaci6n de LAS ESTRATEGIAS
REGIONAIES.

32-S Pora au eiecuc'i6n1 ae ha coneiderado2

29-M In 19721, there utaa formulated2 the TenYear Health Plan for the Americas and rn
19821 there was approued2 the Plan of Action for the Implementation of RpcloNAL
STRATEGIES.

29-F The year 19721 aaut formulotion2 of the
Ten-Year Health Plan for the Americas,
and in 198\ approual was giuen2 to the
Plan of Action for the Implementation of

DOS ETAPAS: ...

32-M For ite erecutionl there has

been

conaidered2 TwO STAGES: ...

32-F lte executionl hos been conceiued2 in Two
STAGES: ...

Adjunct theme (noncognitive) followed
by verb-plus-se:

REGIONAL STRATEGIES.

3GS De nouiembre o febrero de

19851 ee

elaborard2 el documento que ser6 discutido
con el Subcomiti de Programaci6n a Largo

33-S Tombi€n1 ee ineieti62 en el objetivo inicial de buscar UNA TECNICA DE LAVADO
ADECUADA.

33-M Alsol there was insisted2 on the initial
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objective of seeking AN ADEQUATE wAsH-

See second

part of example 34.

rNG TECHNTQUE.

33-F AIso1, ef forts continued to focus2 on the
initial objective of discovering AN ADD
QUATE WASHING TECHNTQUE.

Participial theme:
36-5 ldenti ficada1,2 la necesidad de atender
prioritariamente el desarrollo de los recursos humanos en aquellas 6reas de mayor

Verb-plus-se after dependent clause:
34-S Para alcanzar los objetivos 4, 5 y 6,

impacto para el desarrollo de la
instituci6n, y definidoy,! este como aquel
proceso que le permite adaptarse a los
cambios generados por el ambiente para
alcanzar sus objetivos y metas, debemos
ahota, revertir el proeeso, para mediante la
planificaci6n de los recursos humanos, establecer la demanda a partir de las
necesidades generadas por los objetivos y
metas de la instituci6n a largo, mediano y
corto plazo, asi como por los ajustes requeridos en la organizaci6n para alcanzar-

ee

utilizoron las faciiidades ffsicas y los tres
hatos de cerdos criollos existentes en la
estaci6n experimental guel tiene2 el Ministerio de Agricultura en SoNSoNATE.
34-M In order to attain objectives 4, 5 and 6,

there u)ere ueed the physical facilities and
the three herds of existing native pigs in
the experimental station thatl has2lhe
Ministry of Agriculture in SONSONATE.

34-F In order to attain objectives 4, 5 and 6,
use was made of the physical facilities and
the three herds of native pigs at the experimental station [01] run by2 the Ministry of Agriculture in SONSONATE.

Embedded verb-plue-se:
35-S Muchos de los problemas son comunes a
todos o varios de los paises, por lo quey se

podria2 contribuir3 a superarlos mediante
acciones subregionales de capacitaci6n,

asistencia tecnica directa,...
35-M Many of the problems are common to all
or several of the countries, fo, that uhichl

there could be2 contributedg to overcome
them through regional measures of training, direct technical assistanc€,...

35-F Many of the problems are common to all
or several of the countries, ushich rneano
thatl ellortsg could2 be made to overcome them through regional mea^sures such
as training, direct technical assistance,...

Fronted verb in embedded clause:

los.

36-M

ldentifiedl,2 the need to attend on a
priority basis the development of the
human resources in those areas of greatest
impact for the development of the institution, and definedL,Z this as that process
that him permits to adapt itself to the
changes generated by the environment in
order to reach its objectives and goals, we
must now, reverse the process, for through
the planning of the human resources, to establish the demand starting from the needs
generated by the objectives and goals of
the institution at long, medium and short
term, as well as by the adjustments required in the organization in order to
reach them.

36-M Once1, there has Deenlb an
identi licationl,2 of the need..., and
oncela this has been16 defined2 as the
process...
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